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Dear Chapter Director:
The National Member Enhancement Division would like to welcome you to the GWRRA Fun
Activities Guide! This Guide has been created especially for your Chapter's participants, to share
ideas for having FUN!
Just as culture, cuisine, and language may be peculiar to different regions throughout the
world, there are regional differences in how people have fun. We have found this to also be true
within GWRRA - common activities in one Region, District or Chapter may be totally different
than what they are in other Regions, Districts and Chapters.
As this great Association has grown to over 900 Chapters since 1977, the fun and Member
participation has increased tremendously. All around the world, Members meet to ride, socialize,
and have fun! As diverse as the membership is, so are the fun activities and events among the
Chapters. What better way to share the fun than to put these ideas into one comprehensive Guide.'
This Guide can be put to use at any time, but should be an especially valuable tool when
putting together your Ride/Activity Schedule for the coming year. If you find that your Chapter
tends to do the same activities each year, you may want to throw in a little variety by scheduling
something that's already been tried by your fellow GWRRA Members. Take the lead and bring
some new excitement to the Chapter!
This Guide will be a "living" document - we want to see it grow. We've included a form in the
back for you or your Chapter participants to submit one or several of you fun ideas, which we'll
include in future add-in pages to be distributed periodically for you to add to your copy of the
Guide. The form is self-addressed; all you need to do is add a stamp, fold, seal, and mail.
We hope you find this Guide useful, and we look forward to hearing your ideas!
Have fun!
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SECTION A

GETTING
ACQUAINTED

MAKE NEW FRIENDS GAME
Two versions of this game, contributed by the
Maryland District Director and Clyde Cohen have been
combined here. The object of this game is to meet as
many new friends as possible, or find out something
you didn't know about old friends, and to have FUN
doing it! The following are suggestions for "friends" to find, but you can get creative
and come up with others as well! List the people to be found, with a space for their
signature. Once one of them has been located, get their signature - you may not have a
person sign more than once.
Someone with the same color motorcycle.
Someone with a sidecar.
A former District Director (any District).
A Find-a-Friend pin owner.
Someone with a current First Aid card.
Someone with higher membership #.
Someone who has a fifty-dollar bill.
Someone with same size shoe.
Someone who can make you laugh.
Someone with your Zodiac sign.
A former Boy Scout.
Someone enrolled in Rider Ed. program.

Someone wearing purple.
Someone with a trike.
A former District COY (any District)
A Five-Heart Bar owner.
Someone with a current CPR card.
Someone with lower membership #
The person having the most FUN.
Someone who wears size 13 shoes.
Someone to do a dance for you.
Someone who has seen Elvis.
A former Girl Scout.
Someone attending their first rally.

SCREWS & NUTS
Shannon Near, New York Chapter A
suggested this game. The object of the game is to find one of the five
missing GOLD WING NUT and SCREW sets. Everybody will get a nut or screw, but
there are only five of each that make a complete set.
You must ask everyone you meet if they have either the GOLD WING NUT or
the SCREW. If they have either one, they have to give it to you. If you are lucky
enough to get the complete set, go to whoever's "in charge" of the game and turn it in.
Awards are handed out to the persons who find the missing GOLD WING NUT
and SCREW sets. The object of the game is not only to find the full sets, but also to
meet as many new friends as possible!
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ALUMNI EVENING
Have you ever gone through your Chapter's Brag or Scrapbook and seen pictures of
past Members and wondered what and how they were doing? Well, that's what
happened in Michigan Chapter V. They started an Annual Chapter Alumni Night, or
Homecoming, or whatever you may prefer to call it
Here is how Chapter V set up their first Alumni Evening.
Locating Past Members
Finding the names of all the past Members
will prove to be the hardest part. We were
lucky enough to have someone in our
Chapter who kept a copy of all our phone
lists. They even had the names and phone
numbers of the 5 original people who
started our Chapter, even before it
became a GWRRA Chapter. If you are
not lucky enough to be able to come up
with some old phone lists, you may have to
sit them down and do some
brainstorming. Once you have done this,
and if you do come up with any names but
no phone numbers, you could check your
Quarterly Report print-out to see if some
of the past Members still belong to
GWRRA but are not in your Chapter.
Pot Luck Dinner Meetings
Starting in October each year and
continuing through March, our Chapter
has a pot luck dinner before our monthly
meeting. We decided to invite our past
Members to our October dinner.
However, what we found out by waiting
until October was that some of the people
we contacted were planning on being gone
to the southern states where it was
warmer. Because of that reason we are
planning on inviting them back earlier in
the year from now on.
Making Contact
Everyone that we were able to contact was
very happy that we called. Some of the
people were not able or not interested in
A-2

coming to the dinner, but everyone
thanked us anyway.
Alumni Night
The night of the dinner our Public
Relations Coordinators greeted our guests
at the door and gave them a nametag to
wear. This may also be a good job for
your Chapter Couple. We had some scrap
books on display that had many pictures
of our guests in them. We also had on
display many trophies and plaque's that
our Chapter had won and gained over the
years.
Success!!!
In summary, everyone there, even our
District Directors who were also our
guests seemed to enjoy the evening,
reminiscing with old friends and making
new ones. Even though we assured
everyone that this was just a social
gathering and no pressure to rejoin the
Chapter, before the evening was over we
had 7 people rejoin.
We would like to see more Chapters do
something like this - you'll be surprised
how good you will feel when you see all
your past Members having a good time
and how pleased they are that you thought
enough about them to invite them back.
For more information contact:
Greg & Robin Petrimouix, Region D PRC
463 E. Cottage Grove Road
Linwood, Ml 48634
(517) 697-3705

CHANCE SEATING
Don and Wanda Beardon. Illinois Chapter H2, noticed
Chapter groups tend to come together and stay together. To
change this, they have every person take a number from a bag
that has two sets of matching numbers in it Everyone has to
find the person with the matching number to theirs and sit
with that person. Everyone meets new friends and likes this
way of mixing up the group.

FREE 50/50 TICKETS
This one should be an attention-grabber! Maryland Chapter
K uses this to get Members to not only read the newsletter,
but to try and come to a gathering. If you see your
membership number printed anywhere in the newsletter, it's
worth ten 50/50 tickets at the next gathering. Be sure to bring your current GWRRA
card! The meetings each month are not truly meetings, but are get-togethers with
people who share an interest in riding a motorcycle.

PROGRESSIVE DRAWING
A Chapter in Pennsylvania (unidentified) holds a progressive
drawing. They put $5.00 into a "pot." Each month they
draw a Member's number at the Chapter gathering. If the
Member is present and has their current GWRRA
membership card with them, they win the "pot." If the
person whose number is called is not present, the money stays in the "pot" until the
next month, when $5.00 more is added to the "pot". This continues until someone
wins, and then it starts all over again.
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SECRET FRIEND
Members place their names in a hat and everyone picks a
name. During the year you send notes and cards to that
person anonymously until Christmas, then everyone finds
out who the secret friend was.

WAVE TO EVERYONE
Wave to everyone and talk to people who come up to you and ask about your bike. It is
a great way to improve our image and also to recruit new members.

HUG COUPON
This idea can be used at Chapter, District,
Region and National events to bring
people together and have lots of fun giving
all those hugs.

HUG COUPON
This coupon is good for ONE FREE
HUG from anyone of your choice.
Get your hug and pass it along.

HUGS! HUGS! HUGS!

HUG LIST
Get a hug from 5 different people
from 5 different Chapters or
Districts. Have them sign your
form and then enter it for a
drawing of some kind. This is a
great way to get people to meet
each other.

Get hugs from people from 5 different Chapters,
Districts or Regions and turn in for a drawing.
Name________________________________________ Location___________
Name________________________________________ Location___________
Name________________________________________ Location___________
Name________________________________________ Location___________
Name________________________________________ Location___________
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Have someone in your Chapter designated as the
“Getting to Know You” person. Each month they can
interview someone in the Chapter and find out a little
about their personal life, how they came to GWRRA
and what they think of the Chapter and Association.
Then at the Chapter meeting they can stand up, with
the couple/person interviewed and tell their story. The
article could also be printed in the newsletter with a picture of the couple/person
interviewed.

GETTING TO KNOW YOUR
CHAPTER
Chapter E2 of Ohio has
each Chapter member
submit a picture along
with current
information about
themselves to put
into a scrapbook.
Then they bring the
scrapbook to the
Chapter meetings so
that it is available for new people to see
and helps them become more familiar
with the members.

Getting to know your Chapter
We would like to know more about the participants
of the Chapter. Please fill out the form below and
return to your CD at the next meeting.
Name______________________________________
Associate____________________________________
Address_____________________________________
____________________________________________
Make/Model Bike_____________________________
Years in GWRRA____________________________
Below briefly tell us about yourself.
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
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PROPS
Use all different kinds of silly props for your Chapter
meetings, such as:
Funny Hats
Finger Puppets
Noisemakers
Crazy Neckties
Clown Shoes
Silly Suspenders
Weird Glasses
Chapter X2 of Ohio has a prop called their “Complaint Department”. It is a mouse trap
mounted on a board. Below the trap is a button that says “press button”.

HUGS
It’s wondrous what a hug can do.
A hug can cheer you when you’re blue.
A hug can say “I LOVE YOU SO,” or
“GEE, I HATE TO SEE YOU GO.”
A hug is “Welcome back again.”
“Great to see you ! Where have you been?”
A hug can soothe a small child’s pain
And bring a rainbow after rain.
THE HUG! There’s no doubt about it…
We scarcely could survive without it.
A hug delights and warms and charms.
It must be why God gave us arms.
Hugs are great for Fathers and Mothers,
Sweet for sisters, swell for brothers.
And chances are your favorite aunt
Loves them more than potted plants.
Kittens crave them; puppies love them,
Heads of State are not above them.
A hug can break the language barrier,
And make your travels so much merrier.
No need to fret about your store of them,
The more you give, the more there is of them.
So stretch those arms without delay
AND GIVE SOMEONE A HUG TODAY!!!
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GREET THE NEWCOMER
Here’s a thought from Chapter X2 of
Ohio. Did you greet that newcomer at
the last meeting? Did you introduce
yourself and tell them how glad you
were to see them there? Did you take
the time to make them feel welcome?
Did you take the time to be friendly?
If you did, you may have just met
your next best friend. If you didn’t you may have just lost the
chance of a life time!!!

NAMETAGS
Provide all first time guests at your meeting
with a nametag so that you can call them by
their name. The Chapter can give everyone an
extra doorprize ticket for wearing their
nametags.

VISIT OTHER CHAPTERS
Have a group of your Chapter members visit other
Chapters. You will have a great time together, you
will meet new friends and also take back some
ideas to your Chapter. Be sure to wear your finest
Chapter Colors and take your mascots with you.
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SECTION B

LET’S RIDE!

BUG RUN
You'll enjoy this variation of the popular Poker Run that Ohio Chapter X2 sponsors. A
"Bug Run" is just like a Poker Run in that you ride a pre-determined course, but there
are no poker hands played. Instead, a target is placed somewhere on the front of the
motorcycle, and the object is to have as many bugs hit the target as possible during the
ride. You may participate in the run without a target; but by purchasing a target, you
become eligible for awards, which are presented at the end of the day By purchasing
targets, you're also helping to put funds into the Chapter's treasury!!
Here are the rules:
•
•
•
•

You may purchase as many targets as you like and place them anywhere on your
bike (safely out of your line of vision, of course!).
You may only turn in your "BEST"(most bug covered) target.
There are extra point areas on the target to be used as a tiebreaker.
BE SAFE AND HAVE FUN!
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PUNCH RIDE
This version of the Poker Ride, contributed by Allyson
Cohen Maryland Chapter D, is done without playing
cards. You will need copies of the grid (see below), hole
punchers, and index cards.
The object of this ride is to have everyone get an index card when they sign up and have
it punched. Along the way, just ask them to allow you to place a hole punch in their
business. Or you can just have someone at the checkpoint with a hole puncher. You
decide how many hole punches by the length of the ride. The holes should be randomly
punched on the index card.
At the final checkpoint, they get their last hole punched, and then you lay their card
over the grid and tally their score. Since no one will know why they are punching the
index card, there is no way to try to pick your score. You can give a prize for the highest
and the lowest scores.
23 5 69 82 6 74 4 77 19 58 2 84 1 46 91 52 7 33
56 9 88 44 1 48 89 3 85 47 8 13 71 7 53 37 9 43
59 17 9 94 19 34 22 6 1 90 22 16 7 15 3 8 48 31
55 5 7 77 1 69 3 81 10 21 4 8 2 80 30 11 19 5 42
6 56 13 40 74 1 78 3 5 63 20 41 7 13 8 56 4 6 11
18 2 22 64 33 6 5 1 61 99 35 17 5 76 3 44 11 3 9
44 88 4 97 28 14 4 52 8 27 6 37 7 1 9 94 26 31 7
12 2 82 7 51 12 95 48 4 73 65 21 1 3 81 5 6 4 11
99 18 7 82 31 15 13 21 34 5 19 64 79 67 41 8 61
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 31 5 94 2 47 8 22 46 11
6 92 22 54 20 38 46 5 19 4 73 4 33 27 38 2 16 27
9 88 48 72 36 5 11 7 19 84 34 4 79 22 64 17 5 9
1 71 37 5 52 7 29 6 18 56 86 20 27 82 4 66 7 15

FRILLS AND SKILLS (or is it Skills and Frills?)
Maryland Chapter K says to sharpen your riding skills or just enjoy the ride. Get ready
for field events! Take a ride to warm up your group riding skills, then stop in a park to
play bike games. Chapter K charges for this event and gives event bars (first 50
registrants) and certificates, and hot dogs are available. They also have a 50/50.
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? ?.?

MYSTERY RIDE

This is another ride contributed by Allyson Cohen, and is a good ride to put on with
other Chapters. A committee picks a destination for the ride to end, such as a State
Park for a picnic or just someplace for dinner or dessert, and the destination is kept a
secret (thus the name "Mystery Ride"). The riders are divided into groups. Each group
is given different directions to finding the ending point. You can give them their
directions in sections; once they get to the first point, they get directions to the next
point, and so on. Or make it a real challenge by only giving them clues. If you are
worried they will get lost as sometimes happens, you can give them a sealed envelope
with the final destination in it.

CARNIVAL RUN
Here's another of Allyson Cohen's variations of the
Poker Run. As you decide on checkpoints, look for safe
areas for riders to get off their bikes and play some
"carnival games." Each game has points according to
its level of difficulty. At the end of the run, the person
with the highest total points wins. In case of a tie, you
can pick the winner out of a hat or do a play-off. Some
examples of simple games you may want to use:
1. Balloon pop: Place balloons on a wooden board and have riders try to pop with
darts. Each balloon has a point value. Each person gets three darts.
2. Bottle bowling: Set up three bottles and have them roll a ball to knock them down.
Put sand in the bottles to make them difficult to knock down, and use a light ball.
3. Water balloon toss: A water-filled balloon is tossed
back and forth between two people on a team. Each time
it is caught, the distance between the two people is
increased. oints are given at each distance.
4. Lawn darts: Set the rings at different distances for
different point values.
To add to the carnival atmosphere, you could have clowns
at the checkpoints, and for people who bring their children,
you could have them do some simple face painting.
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HOT POTATO
Indiana has the Hot Potato, New York has the Rotten
Apple Award, and your District can have the same
fun they're having on a reverse of the traditional
"traveling plaque"! Here’s how Indiana set theirs up,
so have fun and start traveling to meet new friends!

The INDIANA HOT POTATO is the reverse of the
traveling plaque. Chapters are encouraged to get rid
of it as quickly as possible! The HOT POTATO may
be delivered to any organized Chapter event. It is intended to encourage visitation and
participation with other Chapters within the District of Indiana. It is the responsibility
of the receiving Chapter Director to notify the District Public Relations Coordinator
immediately that they have been presented the HOT POTATO.
The log sheet to verify the route of travel and cumulative mileage must be completed by
the delivering Chapter and presented with the HOT POTATO. Cumulative mileage will
be the number of people times the number of miles ridden to deliver.
A minimum of 4 Chapter participants is required to deliver the HOT POTATO. There
will be no minimum mileage, but the general rule is, "The farther away you deliver it
the longer it will take for you to get back. A HOT POTATO cannot be delivered to
either of the last two Chapters that had it. If the HOT POTATO has not moved in 21
days after a Chapter receives it, it will become fair game for any other Chapter to pick
up. This can be done by as few as 3 Members of another Chapter at any Chapter
function. Mileage to pick up and deliver both counts The Chapter that has to pick it up
will get an extra entry in the drawing at the District Rally. The number of days a
Chapter has possession will be counted and totaled. At the end of the journey, the lower
the number, the higher the score you will receive.
Motorcycles will be the only forms of transportation from April 1 through October 31.
A drawing will be held at the next Indiana District Rally from the Chapters caught with
the HOT POTATO during the year (one entry for each possession), and the Winning
Chapter will have permanent custody of that year's HOT POTATO. That Chapter is
also responsible for making and starting the new one ASAP.
NOTE: The HOT POTATO and the TRAVELING TROPHY can be used together for
more fun. Example: If a Chapter has the HOT POTATO and another Chapter has the
TRAVELING TROPHY, take the HOT POTATO (with ten people) to the other
Chapter, leave the HOT POTATO, and take the TRAVELING TROPHY back to your
Chapter.
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WINGS ON PARADE
Pick a date for your annual Motorcycle Show and turn it
into a parade. Virginia Chapter I does just that. They
set up the motorcycle show from 10:00 a.m., complete
with People's Choice Awards.
Then at 1:00 p.m. they line up for a parade around town.
The route is only about five miles, but it is great Public
Relations! What a way to start the riding season or to
kick-off Motorcycle Awareness Month!

TOYS FOR TOTS
New York Chapter G sponsors “Toys for Tots” ride in July,
with the help of a local radio station.
The route they use is a 200 mile escorted run. The route
includes a lap at Watkins Glen International Raceway, a
parade on Runway 24 at the Elmira Corning Airport in front
of thousands of people, and the best seats for fireworks.
There is a printed route and schedule so riders can join in anywhere. All they have to
do is show up with a new, unwrapped toy. This type of event can be put on anytime of
the year, it's never too early to think of those less fortunate.

ANNUAL RIDING SEASON KICK-OFF PITCH-IN
Every year around early April (this is seasonal, of course),
Chapters in Region D have a pitch-in (polish all the bikes) to
celebrate the beginning of riding season, ending with a ride
to a popular spot in town to show off the newly polished bike
and enthusiastic riders and co-riders.
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CRAZY RIDE
The object of this ride is to give everyone a chance to lead a
ride. The ride leader goes for about ½ hour until the
group gets away from familiar territory. Then at a safe
place the leader goes to the rear of the group and the
2nd person in line leads the ride. Each person takes a
turn leading the ride for 15 minutes and then rotates to
the back of the group. The only rules are that the new
leader has to make at least 2 turns. Be sure to pack your lunch and drinks because you
never know where you’ll end up on this ride.

TOY RUN
A local EMS unit is chosen for an annual “Toy Run”. The
Chapter members donate small stuffed animals, each placed in
plastic bags with a Chapter business card. Local businesses, such
as K-Mart or Wal-Mart are contacted for the donation of animals
or for a discount on the price. Then at a pre-arranged time, the
animals are delivered to the EMS station on behalf of GWRRA
and the local Chapter. The stuffed animals are given to children
who have to ride to the hospital in an ambulance and are scared. Be sure to get a writeup in the local newspaper and call the local radio station, because this is a good PR
event.

CHROME DAY
Before riding season begins in the spring, Chapter
members get together at one house with a large
garage. This is a day for changing oil, adding
accessories, solving wiring problems, putting on
hitches, etc. You can have a carry-in or order
pizza for lunch.
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DRIVE-IN RIDE
Hook your cargo trailer up to your
bike and pack it with food, radio,
lawn chairs and blankets and head
for the drive-in. Line up your bikes
and set up your lawn chairs in front
and enjoy the show and company.
Ohio Chapter A2 wears their
pajamas to the drive-in. Check with
the management of the drive-in
before your arrival to make certain
that they are ready for you.

CASINO RIDE
Ride to a local casino, win enough money to buy a new
Gold Wing, eat, and ride some more, stop at Dairy
Queen and then head home.

PICK-A-CARD RIDE
Each driver picks a card out of a deck. Each card designates the number of miles they
must lead. A black card means they must make a left
turn at the beginning of their ride and a red card
means a right turn. All face cards equal 10 miles and
aces equal 11 miles.
For example:
Black Ace =Right turn, then lead 11 miles
Red 8 = Left turn, then lead 8 miles
Black Queen = Right turn, then lead 10 miles
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HAYRIDE/ COOKOUT
Have a Chapter hayride, complete with ghost stories and
throwing hay at each other. Build a big bonfire and cook
hotdogs on sticks. Have everyone bring a covered dish to
share, with thermos bottles full of hot chocolate or apple
cider. Smores also taste great.

POLAR BEAR RIDE
Ohio Chapter F has an annual Polar Bear Ride
every January 1st. Since the weather can be quite
cold in Ohio, if the roads are wet or slippery or if
it is snowing, an alternate date is chosen.
Everyone meets at a predetermined location,
where they sign up for the ride and receive a year
hanger bar for their Polar Bear Ride Pin. They
ride for about 20 miles and then have dinner together. This has become a big event with
over 100 bikes and receives television news coverage. What a great way to start the New
Year.

PUMPKIN RUN
Ohio Chapter A2 has someone in the Chapter go to
a local park earlier in the day and hide plastic
pumpkins. Each pumpkin has a different prize in
it and whoever finds the most pumpkins also wins a
prize.
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CHRISTMAS LIGHTS DISPLAY
If it’s too cold to see Christmas lights on your
motorcycle, have the members double up in cars.
Neighborhoods will decorate with lights. Parks also
put on great displays. After you have seen the lights,
go somewhere to have hot chocolate and dessert.

COVERED BRIDGE RIDE
Plan a ride visiting covered bridges. Have a member research the history of bridges,
prepare the ride and tell the group a little about each bridge. Pack a brown bag lunch
and find a pull-off or park near one of the bridges to eat your lunch.

LOCAL PARADES
If you are entering into a theme parade, decorate your
bikes with flags, lights, banners, etc. Check with the
organizer to make sure you don’t get placed behind
horses or walkers because they go slow and it is hard to
ride your bike behind them. Spectators love to see
motorcycles and it is a great public relations event for
GWRRA.

FALL COLOR RIDE
Plan a one or two day fall color ride around the time when the fall
leaves are the most colorful in the area that you are visiting.
The fallen leaves are real slippery on the roads.
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FLEA MARKET TRIP
Hook your trailers up to your bikes to bring back your
purchases. Go to large flea markets and find things that
you just can’t live without. Be sure not to bring any fleas
home with you.

ALL DAY RIDE/COOKOUT
Plan an all day ride that ends up at a park where you can cook your meal. Have
members bring dishes to share.

CHRISTMAS CAROLING @ NURSING HOME
Ohio Chapter T2 has adopted a nursing home that they
visit for Christmas. Two members dress as Mr. & Mrs.
Santa Claus and they all ride on their motorcycles to the
nursing home. When they arrive, the residents are taken
into the dining room where the Chapter members sing
Christmas carols. After singing, they give presents to each
of the residents while Mr. & Mrs. Claus walk around and
visit each person, giving handshakes and hugs.

PARKING LOT PRACTICE
The Chapter Educator can set up a parking lot practice
course in a mall parking lot after checking with mall
security. The course can include figure eights, cone weave,
tight circle, slow ride and others. The course can be laid
out for beginner to intermediate riders and is great
practice before going to a rally to get practice for On-Bike
Games.
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GROCERY STORE RIDE
Jim & Evelyn Hicks from Virginia Chapter K have
a great variation from the standard picnic ride
where everyone brings their own food. They go on
a ride and when it gets close to mealtime, the entire
group stops at a grocery store and buys all the
goodies for the picnic. They share in the cost of the
food and don’t have to worry about keeping
anything cold while they are riding.

THE QUEST FOR DIAMONDS
Seven members of Chapter X2 of Ohio planned an 8 day,
2100-mile “Quest for Diamonds” ride. The diamonds are the
colored stones that you glue on maps after you have ridden
your motorcycle in that state.
The “Quest for Diamonds”, which started in Ohio took them
through New York, Vermont, New Hampshire, Virginia, West
Virginia, Michigan, Maine, Massachusetts, Conne4cticut, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, D.C. and Ontario. One member planned the routes
and only went through ONE major metropolitan area (Boston).

PEBBLE RUN
Plan a ride through your county for about an hour,
unless you stop for some reason like to eat ice cream.
Chapter X2 of Ohio planned stops along the route
for participants to collect specially marked pebbles.
The rider and co-rider both participate in the
collection of the pebbles for a nominal fee of $5.00
each. The last bike went out at 12:00pm and had to
be back by 2:00pm. The person closest to a
predetermined weight of pebbles got 25% of the
total. This is also a great fundraiser for the Chapter.
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SECTION C

LET’S EAT!

DINNER CLUB
In addition to going on normal rides, New Jersey
Chapter H takes it seriously that GWRRA members like
to eat. They have a Dinner Club right inside their
Chapter. They try different restaurants and then tell
about them in their monthly newsletter. What a great
idea – a new restaurant and old friends!

CHILI DUMP
Don and Cindy Gilbert of Ohio Chapter N provided
this suggestion for a Chili Dump. Everyone brings
along a container of chili made from his or her own
recipe. It’s all dumped into one large pot for everyone
to share. The host provides crackers, cheese, and
onions, and everyone brings along a 2-liter drink or a
gallon of milk.

HOBO STEW
This annual event takes place for Pennsylvania Chapter L in a
park, starting at 9:00 a.m. for coffee and donuts. The Chapter
gathering starts at 10:00 a.m., and then the Hobo Stew begins
from 11:00 a.m. on. This event features a “Hobo Stew Traveling
Plaque” (to the Chapter that brings the most Members). Also
available are a “Walking Poker Run,” “Motorcycle Mascot
Judging” (secret judging), plus grand prize drawing, door prizes,
and 50/50. A donation of $5.00 per person plus a can of soup (not
creamed, please) is requested for the stew.
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PROGRESSIVE DINNER
Members volunteer to prepare part of the menu at their
house. Everyone meets at one point to have a group ride,
being led through back roads from one house to the next.
One Member serves appetizers, another salad, another the
main course, then the last house serves (of course!) ice cream.

BROWN BAG SUPPER OR LUNCH
One Chapter in Iowa (unidentified) suggests bringing a
sack lunch. Everyone draws a number – matching
numbers eat together.

HOBO BREAKFAST
Chapter K in Ohio has an annual Hobo Breakfast. They take 5# coffee cans and sterno
cans. Set the coffee can upside down on several bricks with the lit sterno cans between
the bricks. When the can gets hot enough, cook bacon
on top of the can. After the bacon is done cooking,
leave the grease on top of the can and cook the eggs
next. Bring juice, bread, sweet rolls and doughnuts.

SUMMER PICNIC/MEETING
Have your Chapter or Staff meet at a park and have everyone carry in a salad, vegetable
or dessert. The Chapter can purchase chicken or meat for the occasion.
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BREAKFAST AT THE CAMPSITE
What a treat it is for the Chapter T2 of Ohio women for the
MEN to cook breakfast at the campsite. The women plan the
menu and do the shopping. The men cook and serve bacon,
eggs, pancakes and juice. They even clean up the site when
everyone is finished.

VALENTINE’S DAY DINNER
The MEN of Chapter A2 of Ohio make Valentine’s Day
very special for their WOMEN. The MEN cook dinner
for the women, complete with candlelight, Kenny G,
roast turkey, shrimp, corsages and a poem that each
one had to write to their wife. Some write silly poems,
some a little naughty and some straight from the heart.
They have secret planning meetings and tell the women
when and where to show up. Their men, wearing
jackets and ties escort the women into the room.
Pictures of the couples are taken under a rose covered trellis and then the women were
seated and served. The women say that the evening is WONDERFUL!

INTERNATIONAL DESSERT NIGHT
New York Chapter A brings desserts to the Chapter meeting from around the world and
they are shared by all.

FALL COOKOUT
Indiana Chapter E goes to a local park that has grills or where they can light a campfire.
The Chapter provides hamburgers and hot dogs and everyone brings a covered dish to
share. All of the members decorate a pumpkin to be judged.
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BEAN NIGHT
Michigan Chapter D has a bean dinner at a Chapter meeting. All
different kinds of bean dishes are brought and served, such as 3
Bean Salad, Baked Beans, Black Bean Soup, etc.

OLD FASHIONED ICE CREAM SOCIAL
Ohio Chapter A2 has an Old Fashioned Ice Cream Social
with homemade ice cream. Make plenty of ice cream ahead
of time and have everyone bring pies, cookies and cake to go
with it.

WIENER ROAST
Geri & Chuck Conner of Ohio Chapter A2 have an annual
wiener roast at their home, complete with a hayride. The
members sit around a fire on bales of straw and roast their hot
dogs on sticks. Several of the men in the Chapter play the guitar
and they sit around and sing. After everyone has left for the
evening, the hosts sit out by the embers and enjoy the evening.
Sounds real romantic…

RESTAURANT DRAW
From Barbara Farkas, Michigan Chapter Y, a
member’s name is drawn out of a hat once a month
and they get to choose the restaurant that the Chapter
will ride to. This is done about 3-4 months ahead of
schedule, so that the name of the restaurant can be
put in the newsletter.
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SECTION D

LET’S PLAY
GAMES!

"WEENIE DROP"
From New York Chapter L, each contestant is given a
hot dog, and they must hold it between their legs and
walk backward to a can and then drop the hot dog into
the can. They are given two tries, and each round the
can gets smaller. As the contestants develop their skills,
you can change from the hot dog to a walnut, just
making the challenge a little more difficult!

RING AROUND THE BOOB
Here’s another fun game from New York Chapter L. Contestants start with a rather
large size bra, stuff the cups with paper, and place them over paper cups so they will
stand up on their own. Each male contestant is given six wooden hoops, which they try
to toss over the "boobs." They keep doing this until there is a "booby prize" winner!

EASTER EGG HUNT
Who says only kids can hunt Easter eggs? From
Pennsylvania Chapter L comes this idea for how
adults can also have some fun! Paint Easter eggs
with numbers from I through 100. Place a line
under numbers like 6 and 9 so you don't mistake
these for different numbers. Use your Members' homes to hide these eggs around their
homes. Make a map to each Member's home, and see who can locate the most eggs.
Because they're numbered, you will know if all the eggs were found. If not, ask the help
of all the Members before moving on to the next house. You can arrange at the last
house to have a picnic or BBQ. Let all the Members chip in for food and drink.

HOOP SHOOTS
You shoot the basketball until you make a hoop and then
keep shooting until you miss. The number of hoops you
shoot from the first one until you miss one scores this
game.
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TRAVELING POKER HAND
William Jones, Pennsylvania District Director, says that when
your Chapter goes visiting another Chapter in Pennsylvania,
you'd better bring along a deck of cards; otherwise you can't play
the Traveling Poker Hand game. It's very simple - when a group
of four or more from your Chapter goes to visit another Chapter
in the District you bring along the cards and ask the other Chapter Director to shuffle
them. You draw one card and the card gets written on your Traveling Poker Hand
sheet. After visiting four more Chapters, you send in the sheet to the District Director
and, at the end of the year, the Chapter with the highest poker hand gets their
chartering fee paid!

WORD SEARCH
Many Chapters include Word Search puzzles, such as the one
below, in their Chapter Newsletters. Chapter participants who
complete the puzzle and bring it to the next Chapter gathering
are given an extra Door Prize ticket!
“MOTORCYCLE MANIA”
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PASSENGER
ASPENCADES
GWRRA
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CHROME
LICENSE
WING WORLD
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F T
WD
I D
N G
D T
S O
H U
I R
E I
L N
D G
O R
B E
Q Y
O Z
APPAREL
GOLDWING
SPEAKERS
BRAKES
INTERSTATE
WINDSHIELD
MOTORCYCLE

BRAIN EXERCISER
Texas Chapter W submitted the following example of a
“Brain Exerciser”. This type of "puzzle" can be used to
add a little fun to a Chapter gathering, or it could be
included in the Chapter Newsletter, with the completed
sheet, earning the participant an extra Door Prize ticket at
the next Chapter gathering.

Brain Exerciser
What item would the following famous people purchase?
Example: Comedy Actor - Red __ __ __ __ __ __ __ & __ __ __ __ (Buttons & Bows)
1. Author - Carl __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
2. Movie Star - Burt __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
3. Country Singer - Glen __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
4. Actor - Kevin __ __ __ __ __ & __ __ __ __
5. Actress -Glenn __ __ __ __ __ - __ __
6.. Writer - Stephen __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
7. Actress - Barbara __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
8. Actress - Carrie __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
9. Comedy Actor - Bob __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
10. Singer/Actress - Pearl __ __ __ __ __ __ ‘ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
11. Comedy Actor - Jack __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
12. Comedy Actor - Don __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Answers:
1. Sandburgers
2. Reynolds wrap
3. Campbells soup
4. Bacon & eggs
5. Close-up
6. King crab legs
7. Hershey bar
8. Fisher Price toy
9. Denver omelet
10. Bailey's Irish Cream
11. Lemonade
12. Knotts Berry Farm jam
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BRAIN BREAK
If the last Brain Exerciser wasn't challenging enough, try this one! See if you can
complete these formulas to make a correct equation.
For example:
16 = 0 in a P
Answer: 16 = Ounces in a Pound
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.

26 = L of the A
I8 = H on a G C
11 = P on a F T
4 = Q in a G
29 = D in F in a L Y
40 = D and N of the G F
32 = D F at which W F
54 = C in a D (with the J’s)
3 = B M (S H T R)
8 = S on a S S

Answers:
1. Letters of the Alphabet
2. Holes on a Golf Course
3. Players on a Football Team
4. Quarts in a Gallon
5. Days in February in a Leap Year
6. Days and Nights of the Great Flood
7. Degrees Fahrenheit at which Water Freezes
8. Cards in a Deck (with the Jokers)
9. Blind Mice (See How They Run)
10. Sides on a Stop Sign

EASTER BONNET CONTEST
Michele Verdi, New Jersey Chapter G, says to put on your
thinking caps and create an EASTER BONNET! You can use
your favorite fishing hat or the wildest hat you’ve ever seen. Make
it. Buy it. Bring it to the Chapter gathering just around Easter,
and have the Members look for the best hat, which can include
many categories. The only rule is…. IT MUST BE WORN ON
YOUR HEAD WHEN YOU ENTER AND DURING THE
JUDGING!
Chapter G does many of these contests at their gatherings. Another example is their
BEST BIKE MASCOT contest. They announce the winners and what the contest is for
the next gathering in their newsletter so everyone who didn’t attend knows what fun
they missed.
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MINIATURE GOLF TOUR
Set up a schedule of dates and miniature golf courses to be
played. You can then plan a ride to the course or, if someone
can't get to the meeting place, they could just meet at the golf
course - with pre-planning, everyone could have a schedule of
which course on what day.
For example:
1. Jeto's
2. Overlook Golf and Rec.
3. Fun Central

Mon. 7/13
Thurs. 7/22
Wed. 8/9

Tee Time 7:30 p.m.
Tee Time 7:45 p.m.
Tee Time 7:30 p.m.

This does not have to be a weekly thing - you can do it as many times and places as you
choose. The times are varied and so are the days, so that as many people as possible can
attend. To add to the fun, give awards for different things - high scare, low score, hole
in one, etc.

SHOES IN THE STRAW
Put 20 matching pairs of men & women’s
shoes in a big pile of straw. If a single
person is playing have them run from the
starting point and find one pair of
matching shoes. If a couple is playing, have them fine two pairs of
matching shoes. When the shoes are found, they run back to the starting point. This is
a timed event and the single or couples who have the fastest time win.

HOME IMPROVEMENT RELAY
The starting point is 20 feet away from the activity and there are 3 men
and 3 women on each team. The men put pillowcases on pillows and
the women drive a nail flush into a board. The total time of the relay
team is taken and the shortest time wins.
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SCAVENGER HUNT
Lists are handed out with a start and finish date. Items could
be things at District or Region Rallies, Chapter events or just
silly things. NC District Rally held a Scavenger Hunt and gave
cash prizes away.

WINGS OVER THE SMOKIES
SCAVENGER HUNT
1ST Place
$50
*
*
*
*

2nd Place
$30

3rd Place
$20

Find all items on the list below.
Turn all items in at the Scavenger Hunt table.
All items become the property of GWRRA.
All those completing the Scavenger Hunt will have
his or her name entered into a drawing for the money.

HUNT LIST
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Piece of Hard Candy
Signature of any District Director other than NC
Business card from Vendor
Safety Pin
Piece of String
Ball point pen
Packet of artificial sweetener
Shoelace
Rubber band
Matchbook

Registration #___________________________
Name__________________________________
Address________________________________
City, State, ZIP__________________________
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GWRRA BINGO

G

W

R

R A

FREE

WORD LIST
RALLY
ICE CREAM
SEMINARS
DISTRICT
LIGHTS
SHIRTS
ELECTRICS
FOOT PEGS
WING DING
NEWSLETTER
SKILL DAYS

CHAPTERS
MEETINGS
SAFETY
MEMBERS
WINDSHIELD
CAMPING
BAKE SALES
GAMES
CABIN FEVER
WING NEWS
CRUISE-INS

DINNER
RIDES
FRIENDS
FUN
COY
BOOTS
CB
FUEL
PINS
VESTS
DESSERT

GOLDWING
TOY RUNS
REGION
CHROME
KNOWLEDGE
GLOVES
INTERCOM
DOOR PRIZE
HANGER BARS
NAMETAGS
AUCTIONS

Photocopy the blank bingo form. Write in words from the list above on all the blank
spaces, mixing them up on the different cards. The caller will then pick the words from
a hat and call them out. Bingo winners can be across, up and down, diagonal, four
corners. (From Sue White, Ohio District PR)
GWRRA Bingo can also be used as a money maker having each player buy a card for
$1.00 each.
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SPEAR THE LIFESAVER
Two teams are formed with men and women alternating. Each player is given a
toothpick which they put into their mouths. The first person on the team puts a
lifesaver on his or her toothpick and then tries to pass the lifesaver down the line. You
are not allowed to use your hands unless you drop the lifesaver.

THREAD THE SPOON
Tie a VERY LONG piece of cord or yarn to the handle of
a spoon. Two teams are formed and the first person on
the team ties the end of the cord around his wrist. The
first person threads the spoon with cord DOWN through
his clothes, e.g. shirt and pants. The second person
threads the spoon UP through his clothes. The third
person goes DOWN, fourth goes UP, etc. When the spoon gets to the end of the line then
it must be UNTHREADED. The team that unthreads the spoon first, wins.

PASS THE CUCUMBER
Two teams are lined up alternating men and women and
spouses do not stand together. A cucumber is passed
between their knees and the team members are not
allowed to use their hands for balance. If the cucumber
does drop, they can pick it up and start where it
dropped.

BUCKET BRIGADE
The object of this game is for one team to end up with the most
water in their bucket. There are 6 people on each team in any
combination of players and each team forms a straight line. There
is a large bucket of water at the beginning of each line and a large
empty bucket at the end of each line. Team player #1 is given a
smaller empty bucket. At the bell, player #1 fills the bucket up with
water and passes it to player #2 and on to #3, etc. Player #6 empties
the water into the empty bucket and then passes the empty bucket
back up the line to #1, who starts all over again. When time is called, the height of the
water in the last large bucket is measured and that team wins.
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SECTION E

LET’S HAVE A
PARTY!

CHAPTER BIRTHDAY PARTY
Within Region D, every year on the day or
around the day of a Chapter's Charter, the
Chapter has a Birthday Party, complete withcake, ice cream, and punch. Someone brings a
scrapbook, and everyone digs up his or her
pictures from the past year.

CHRISTMAS ROUND ROBIN EXCHANGE
This seems to be popular with lots of Chapters in Indiana. Have
everyone bring a wrapped gift to the Christmas Party. There are
numbers placed in a hat, one for each guest - everyone draws a
number. Number 1 gets their choice of any gift under the tree.
Number 2 can either pick a gift from under the tree or take
Number 1's gift. If Number 1's gift is taken, then Number 1 takes
another gift from under the tree. Number 3 can take from either Number 1 or 2 or from
under the tree, and on and on until everyone has picked a gift. This can be so much fun,
and people get hysterical over the subtle trades and dealings between people, especially
spouses trying to help each other out! After two or three times of being "taken," a gift
becomes "frozen," which adds to the fun.

SLUMBER PARTY
Ohio Chapter T-2 has had lots of fun with Slumber Parties!
You MUST come to the party wearing your PJ's even if it is
snowing. Have the guests bring a snack to share, along with
their sleeping bags and pillows if they are going to stay the
night. Plan activities, games, ghost stories, a sing-along and
just fun with friends. Breakfast could be made in the
morning, so have guests bring food to help with the breakfast
menu.
Make up some crazy awards, such as those listed below and have your guests choose
who should get the awards.
• Boniest Knees
• Skinniest Legs
• Ugliest PJ’s
• Ugliest Toes
• Sexiest PJ’s
• Ugliest Slippers
• Cutest Buns
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SUPER BOWL PARTY
Ohio Chapter T-2 also suggests having a Super Bowl Party,
with food and drinks to share. For those who are not interested
in watching the game, they could bring along a craft project or
game to play, or just go shopping! Have someone arrange a
football pool to make the game more interesting.

HALLOWEEN PARTY
New Jersey Chapter A picks a restaurant
that has music. There is a set menu and
reservations are needed. After making
plans to attend, partiers have to start
thinking about their Halloween costumes!
There's costume judging and prizes.

COUNTRY WESTERN EVENT
New Jersey Chapter H says to dust off that cowboy hat, polish
those boots, and get ready for some line dancing! The
Members of Chapter H found just the right place to go after
dinner to kick up their heels, and so could you. Just find that
club right in your neck of the woods. If line dancing isn't your
thing, they're sure you can find the right dance music for your
Chapter - give it a try!
Some of the local country western dance clubs give beginner,
intermediate and advanced lessons to meet the needs of
everyone. If you aren’t interested in dancing, it’s fun being a spectator.
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BOWLING PARTY
Have a bowling party with several other Chapters. Start
the night with a carry-in if the Bowling Lanes have a room
where you can serve food. They you can divide into two
teams and have a competition. Of course, awards are
given for various games, such as:
• Highest Score
• Lowest Score
• Lowest Score on the High Game
• Highest Score on the Low Game
• Headpin Game – Add up the highest score WITHOUT hitting the
headpin. They get a big “O” score if they do hit the headpin.
If you don’t like to bowl, you can be a cheerleader or scorekeeper.

COSTUME PARTY
Dress in costumes for any occasion: Halloween, Easter,
Christmas, to celebrate May, etc. Give an extra door prize
ticket for someone who is wearing a costume.
Some themes you might consider are:
* “Hawaiian Shirt Night”
* “Crazy Hat Night”
* “Ugly Pants Night”.

CHRISTMAS IN MAY
As Arkansas Region H does, avoid the rush and have your
Christmas party at a different time of the year. Have
someone dress as Santa Clause, bring presents, play
Christmas music and have Christmas cookies.
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SECTION F

FUND RAISING

There are a lot of ways to raise monies needed to operate a Chapter. The following are a
few of those ideas that have been successful in generating revenue. One important thing
to remember is awareness of your state lottery laws. Some states, such as Ohio do not
allow ANY form of games of chance, such as 50/50 or selling bike raffle tickets.

CHAPTER YARD SALE (or 10-10-10 Sale)
Organize a Chapter Yard Sale, as did Pennsylvania
Chapter L. The cost is $10.00, with 10% of the earnings
going to the Chapter. In the case of Chapter L, this was
their 10th Anniversary!

SPAGHETTI DINNER
Sell tickets for a spaghetti dinner that is open to
friends, family and community. Serve spaghetti,
salad, and garlic bread.

AMUSEMENT PARK
Some of the local amusement parks in Ohio (King’s
Island, Americana) will let your group work at the park
for a day, helping with rides and food. They pay you a
flat rate (ex. $5.00/hour) and you can donate that money
to the Chapter. They will ask you for a social security
number to charge tax to and any amount over $600 is
taxed. If you make more as a group than $600, use two
social security numbers. Ohio Chapter T2 worked twice during the summer and made
over $1,400 for their Chapter.
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BURGER KING/HARDEES RECEIPTS
Talk to the managers of your fast food
establishments. In Ohio, Burger King and
Hardees have worked out a great deal with the
local GWRRA Chapters. Schedule a night that
you will be working at the restaurant and
advertise by flyer and word-of-mouth that you
will be there. During the scheduled times that
you are working, you collect receipts from the patrons and turn in those receipts to the
manager, who will pay you 15-20% of the receipts. They benefit because YOU are
bringing in extra business to them and they are helping your organization. They don’t
need very many people to work so the same people are not always doing the work.

SELL FOOD AT CHAPTER MEETINGS
Have Chapter members volunteer to bake cookies or
cupcakes for your monthly meetings. Have a Staff member
purchase different kinds of pop, ice and cups (they do get
reimbursed out of the treasury). Sell pop and cookies at the
meeting and give your Chapter a little profit. If someone
has a large coffeepot, that can also be available to members.
It takes a little more effort, but you can also sell sandwiches
and chips.

SELL BAKED GOODS & RECRUIT
Talk to the manager of your local K-Mart or Wal-Mart.
Tell them what GWRRA is all about and that your local
Chapter does a lot of charity events. Ask them if you can
set up an area outside their front doors to sell baked goods
and recruit. If the area is large enough, you can set up a
Goldwing, which will bring LOTS of attention. This is also
a great place to recruit new members. If someone comes up
to you and starts talking, be sure to ask them if they ride. If
so, you have a potential new member.
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CRAFT & BAKE AUCTION
Annually various Chapters have a
Craft & Bake Sale. Members get
together and make crafts for Christmas
out of wood, fabric, etc. They schedule
2 or 3 work sessions to complete the
crafts.
On the night of the sale, members also
bring in baked goods. Someone from
the Chapter does the auctioning. To
keep track of who gets the final bid, numbers are written on 3 x 5
file cards. Each bidding person signs his or her name next to a
number, which corresponds to the index card that they are given, on a sheet of paper
that the treasurer keeps. After the bidding is complete on each item, the bidder holds up
his number so that the treasurer can write the amount of the bid on the sign-in paper.
At the end of the evening, the treasurer has record of how much each bidder owes.

CREAM PIES
Several Ohio Chapters bring in 2 cream pies at a CD’s
first meeting and also 2 at the annual Craft & Bake Sale.
The 2 pies that are at the CD’s first meeting are auctioned
off. First money is collected for the pies and then money is
collected for the privilege of throwing the pie in the CD
and ACD’s faces. The 2 pies that are brought for the
Craft & Bake Sale are thrown in the face of the CD and ACD’s wives or husbands. This
brings in LOTS of money and everyone is a good sport about it.

AUCTION OF SERVICES
Auction any kind of service, such as a bike wash by Chapter Director, picnic prepared
by a member, etc. You can have this auction at your annual Craft & Bake sale or some
other time during the year.

TOSS AUCTION
Use a soft, unbreakable, inexpensive item ($1.00) for this auction. When the bidding
starts, toss the item to someone in the room. Whoever catches it pays for it.
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ROOT BEER FLOAT SALES
Set up a root beer stand at your meeting, in front of a store, at a fire
station, etc. Sell floats and make money for your Chapter. When
pricing the floats, be sure to include the cost of cups, root beer and ice
cream.

CAR WASH
Find a location that will allow you to have a car
wash. Ask for a “donation”, rather than set the
price. People are more likely to stop in if they see
the words “donation”. Playing in the water can
be a lot of fun and you can make money at it too.

WINDSHIELD WASH
During Motorcycle Awareness Month of May, wash windshields at a rest area. Not only
can you make a little money asking for “donations”, but also you can tell the public what
GWRRA is all about and perhaps even recruit a few new members.

$1.00 AUCTION
The item that you are auctioning can be of significant value
so that your members are interested in buying it. The only
bid people give is $1.00 and that is all they pay for the item.
The bidding is timed and only the auctioneer knows how
much time he is allowing. At the start of the bidding the
auctioneer asks for a $1.00 bid. The bidder raises his hand
with one dollar in it. The auctioneer grabs the dollar,
another person raises his hand with a dollar in it and the
auctioneer grabs it, then another and another. When time
is called the person who made the last $1.00 bid takes the item.
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JAIL & BAIL
A good time to try this moneymaker is at a Poker Run or a
PR Event. Someone dresses up like a policeman and you
make a cardboard jail. The jailer puts
the CD, ACD or any member in jail and
people pay either to keep him in or let
him out.
If you have made rearrangements, you
can get the local Mayor or Chief of Police
to be jailed. Keep them in jail for only
the amount of time that they agree upon, ex. 2 hours. If they have to
take a break, use toy handcuffs.
Be sure to contact the local newspaper if you are using the Mayor or Chief of Police.
They certainly would want to get a picture of the event.

50/50 DRAWINGS
Be sure that your State allows games of chance when you are doing a 50/50 drawing.
Half of the money goes back to the Chapter and the other half is divided up 3 ways
(25%, 15% and 10%) when a person’s ticket is drawn.

DONATIONS

DONATIONS

Asking for donations at your Chapter meeting helps offset
some of your expenses. Be sure that you pass the donation can
around AFTER giving out DOORPRIZES so that it does not
seem like people are paying for doorprizes.

NEWSLETTER ADVERTISING
Ohio Chapter S2 contacts local business to put advertising in their monthly newsletter.
The spaces are sold for different amounts, based on the size of the ad. A business size ad
could cost $12.00 per year and larger ad could be priced accordingly. This will help pay
for the cost of printing and mailing your newsletters.
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INVENTORY
Contact your local discount and department stores. Sometimes when they are taking
inventory, they hire local people to help them. You can have the store pay you an hourly
wage and then donate that money to the Chapter. (See Amusement Parks for tax
implications)

RECYCLE ALUMINUM POP CANS
Appoint someone in your Chapter who owns a truck to recycle aluminum
cans. Have members bring in their cans and neighbors cans to recycle.
Check with the plant to see if you can crush your cans. They pay around
$.32 per pound in Dayton, Ohio and rates may vary. A large truckload of
crushed cans brings in about $40 to the Chapter and it’s not a very
difficult project.

OLD FASHIONED BOX LUNCH AUCTION
A ride is planned to a park and each of the ladies of Ohio
Chapter A2 packs a lunch for two people. When they get to the
picnic area, the lunches are auctioned off. If your husband
wants the lunch you packed, he has to pay for it. This is a great
“mini” fundraiser for the Chapter.

CAKE WALK
This is a great idea to have at a meeting in lieu of the
usual bake sale and makes a little money for the Chapter
also. The members of Ohio Chapter A2 have members
bake or buy a cake and bring it to the meeting. It costs
$5.00 to get in the Cake Walk, but you are guaranteed to
win a dessert. Tape numbers to the floor, like 1-25. Play
the music and each time the music stops you have to be on a number. Then numbers are
drawn from a bucket and whoever is standing on that number gets to choose from the
dessert table. Play the music until all the desserts are gone. Watch your member’s
scramble for a number when the music stops.
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SECTION G

AWARDS
&

RECOGNITION

FIRST TIMER RECOGNITION
Recognize a person the first time they attend your meeting.
Have them stand up and tell something about themselves. If
one of your members brought them to the meeting, have your
member stand up with them also and they may want to add a
few comments about how they met. Have ALL your Chapter
members go up to these new people and introduce themselves
and thank them for coming to the meeting. This first time
recognition is the MOST IMPORTANT event for a new person
because it will determine if they feel welcome enough to return.

TWO TIMER AWARD
Ohio Chapter T2 has a “Two-Timer Award”. When
someone has attended their Chapter for a second time, they
are presented with a purple (Chapter color) bandanna.
They are thanked for coming to the meeting and are told
that the Chapter wants them to feel like they are welcome
and are part of the Chapter.
You can also give other things, such as shoelaces in your
Chapter color. Go to a discount store, such as Wal-Mart, KMart, or Meijer’s. Talk to the head of the different
departments and ask them if they will sell you bandannas or
shoelaces in quantity and give you a discount. The local
Meijer for this Chapter sells the bandannas and shoelaces at
$1.00 a pair for quantities of 50. Spending that $1.00 on a new member is well
worth making them feel comfortable to come back again and again.

NEWSLETTER AWARD
Some of the Districts give Newsletter of the Month Awards to
the Chapters with a great newsletter. The Chapter can give the
Newsletter Editor an award for an exceptionally good
newsletter. The praise that the editor receives can keep them
encouraged, since this can be a VERY big job.
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PRAISE! PRAISE! PRAISE!
Praise your members for EVERYTHING they do. It means
so much to all of us to really be appreciated.

HERO AWARD
If a member does something good for another, they are
presented a Hero Award at the monthly meeting. You
can call this award many different names, such as
Good Winger Award, Chapter Hero Award, Hero of
the Month Award, etc.

HERO OF THE YEAR AWARD
The winner of this award is chosen and announced at the December Chapter
meeting and can be treated to dessert at a “Hero of the Year” dessert ride in
January. Have all your monthly Hero Awards listed on a piece of paper and make
enough copies for everyone at your meeting. Let your members decide who is
“Hero of the Year”.

HUMOR AWARD
This award is given to a member for something they do
that is really funny and is presented at the Chapter
meeting. It is given in GOOD SPIRIT and should NOT
hurt another’s feelings. Be especially careful how this
award is presented. The award can be called by many
different names, such as Wienie Award, Chapter
Humor Award, Way to Go Award, etc.
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YOU MAKE US SO-O-O PROUD
The CD of Ohio Chapter T2 gives this award to the
Chapter members. Take a picture of a member doing
something REALLY silly. Enlarge the picture and mount
it on a piece of poster board. Attach a write-on sticker and
chapter ribbon color on the top corner of the picture.
Bring the person to the front of the Chapter meeting room.
Explain the event, tell them “You make us so-o-o proud”,
present them with this picture after showing it to the other
members and give them a big hug! It brings quite a big
laugh from everyone.

CHAPTER MEDAL
Ohio Chapter E2 has an incentive program where a guest
who is a GWRRA member attends 3 consecutive meetings
will be presented a medal with Chapter E2 on the front
and the Chapter emblem on the back. This program is to
make new members feel more welcome to the Chapter and
GWRRA.

GWRRA APPLICATION
Ask your members if
they are carrying a
GWRRA
Application and if so,
you can give them an
extra door prize
ticket or enter them
into a drawing of
some kind. Award
them for being ready
to recruit and
prepared!
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SECTION H

CHAPTER SPIRIT

WEAR CHAPTER COLORS
Be proud of your Chapter colors. Wear them
everywhere; to meetings, on rides, to other Chapter
events, everywhere. If your Chapter color is purple,
call it “A2 purple”. If it is red, call it “E2 red”.

SONG
Find a song or make up one that fits your Chapter and sing
it at special events. Some ideas are: “We are family”,
“Heard it through the Grapevine” (Indiana A2), “Purple
People Eater” (Ohio T2), etc. Let people know that YOUR
Chapter is on the premises!

COLORED CAMPING LIGHTS
If a group of members camp at rallies, use
colored lights in your Chapter colors and decorate
your campsite with them. You can buy the lights
after Christmas at a discount.

CHANTS
A number of Ohio Chapters have chants that they use to show Chapter spirit. They
use these chants whenever possible.
* Chapter X2 crosses their arms making an X and holding up 2 fingers on each
hand, while chanting X2, X2
* Chapter T2 chants “Hi-dee-ho” to each other and to other people whenever
appropriate.
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WOODEN CAMPSITE DECORATIONS
Have a woodcrafter in your Chapter design and cut out a camping
emblem to put at your campsite, designating your Chapter logo or your
name. Drive 2 metal posts in the bottom of the emblem to anchor it into
the ground. Ohio Chapter T2 has the following:
Chapter O2 in Ohio has
a wooden emblem at
their campsite also.

An Indiana Chapter has cut out and painted
Gold Wings and put their names on them. The
emblems are about 1-1/2’ and 2’ wide and are
painted in detail.

POST-IT NOTES
Ohio Chapter X2 had a rubber stamp made that says, “X2 was
here”. They stamped small post-it notes and put the notes
EVERYWHERE. The notes appeared on people’s backs, walls,
doors, pictures, plants, etc., etc., etc.

PARADE FLAGS
Besides flying the large American and District flags on your
bike, make a Chapter parade flag that will fit on the same
flagpole. Make a rectangular flag the size of the American
flag in your Chapter colors. Put binding around the outside
of the flag in an accent color and put grommets along the
short end after it has been reinforced. These parade flags
look great flying behind your bikes and show Chapter spirit.
You can also use your Parade Flags to decorate your campsite. Attach them to your
campers so that everyone can see how proud you are.
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DO THINGS TOGETHER
When your Chapter goes
somewhere together, try to do
things as a group, such as going
to meals or on a ride. When you
do things together, you feel closer
to each other and more like a
Chapter “family”. This is a great
time to wear your Chapter colors
and show others how proud you
are.

BATTLE OF THE CHAPTER EVENTS
The rallies usually have events that you can enter as a Chapter. Get a group of your
members together and enter into these events. Rally events are a lot of fun and you
will talk about them for months to come, whether you win or not.

TALENT SHOWS
Most GWRRA rallies have talent shows.
Try to work up some kind of skit or song
or dance that EVERYONE who wants to
participate will have a part. You may not
win, but you will have a great time
rehearsing and making costumes. The fun
that goes into preparing for a talent show
is worth all the time you put into it.

WOODEN DOOR ORNAMENTS
Make wooden ornaments showing your Chapter
designation to hang on your door at your winter
weekend events.
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BEST DRESSED CHAPTER
COMPETITIONS
District and Region rallies usually have “Best Dressed
Chapter Competitions”. Get a few of your members
(check number required), dress up in your best and try
out for this competition. Come up with a little poem,
cheer, chant, or something that you can do in the
competition. You never know – you just might come
home with FIRST PLACE. It puts a real charge in your members to win, even if
they were the only ones competing. Again, the preparation and practice for this
event are worth the time even if you don’t win.

CHAPTER SUCCESS
(From Linda McFarland, Ohio Chapter K2)
Are you an active member, the kind that would be missed?
Or are you just content that your name is on the list?
Do you attend the meetings and mingle with the flock?
Or do you meet in private and criticize and knock?
Do you take an active part to help the work along?
Or are you satisfied to be the kind who just belongs?
Do you work on committees, to this there is no trick!
Or leave the work to just a few and talk about “the clique”?
So come to meetings often and help with hands and heart.
Don’t just be a member, but take an active part.
Think this over, members, you know what’s right and wrong.
Are you an active member, or do you just belong?

RAIDS
Ohio Chapter X2 has their “Raiders”. They find out
when a local Chapter is having an event, such as
cookout. They dress up like pirates, get on their bikes
and “raid” the event. They have even made antenna
flags that they fly when they are raiding.
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COSTUMES
Geri & Chuck Conner of Ohio Chapter A2 always try to
let their members know that they are working for THEM.
Here are some terrific ideas for showing spirit.
At their first meeting as CD’s, Geri made a cape with her
Chapter designation on it in glitter and made a grand
entrance (complete with strobe lights and an emcee) to
“2001 Space Odyssey” theme music. She was
embarrassed to death, but said that it really broke the ice.
When they had their White Elephant Sale, Geri rented an
elephant suit. She came dancing down the aisle with “For
Sale” tags on her behind!
They have a Mardi Gras meeting where everyone dresses up.
Geri & Chuck dressed as the King and Queen of Hearts.
They took giant playing cards and wore them front and back and had crowns, etc.
The staff also dressed up. They handed out masks to all in attendance and the staff
entered the meeting to jazz music and threw beads and candy to everyone.

KIDS SPIRIT
Make the kids feel important and part of the
Chapter by giving them responsibilities such
as:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Having a section in the monthly
newsletter where they can
announce events. Ohio Chapter
G3 kids announced “If you wear a hat to the next meeting you will receive
an extra door prize ticket.”
Have them write an article in the newsletter about a past or future event.
Call out door prize numbers at the monthly meeting.
Pass out door prizes at the meetings.
Have a kid’s choice ride where they can make all the plans on where the
ride is going and what everyone will eat.
Encourage them to play the Kids Games at the rallies and be there as a
Chapter to cheer them on.
Make them welcome at the Chapter meetings and events.
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A KEY PERSON
Xvxn though my typxwritxr is an old model, it works wxll xxcxpt for
onx of thx kxys. I’vx wishxd many timxs that it workxd pxrfxctly. Trux,
thxrx arx 42 kxys that function, but onx kxy not working makxs thx
diffxrxncx. You might say, “wxll, I’m only onx pxrson. It won’t make
much diffxrxncx.” But you sxx, an organization, to bx xfficixnt,
nxxds the activx participation of xvxry pxrson. The nxxt
timx you think your xfforts arxn’t nxxdxd, rxmxmbxr my
typxwitxr, and say to yoursxlf, ‘I AM A KXY PXRSON
AND THXY NXXD MX VXRY MUCH.”

NEWSLETTER ARTICLES
Your newsletter is a great place to display
Chapter Spirit. Have your editor include a lot of
adjectives in the newsletter, like great, fantastic,
wonderful, super, etc.
Every month try to get a different member to
write an article for the newsletter. They can talk
about what the Chapter means to them. It is a
very pleasant surprise to see what some of the
members write and how happy they are.

DISPLAY YOUR CHAPTER BANNER
Show your Chapter Spirit by displaying your Chapter Banner at your winter
weekends, your rallies and any events where people will see your banner.

ANTENNA FLAGS
There are a number of designs for antenna
flags that you can fly proudly, such as
National, District, Chapter. You can have
special flags made up for an event that your
Chapter is doing or participating in.
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MASCOTS
Michigan Chapter H2 has a bear named Sue. Other Chapters steal the bear right
out of member’s hands or when she is left alone. The Chapters that steal Sue always
add something to her, such as a baby bear, a tattoo, and a jail stripes costume. Her
ear has been pierced, the baby has glasses and Sue wears a band-aid after having
her tubes tied. Certain Michigan Chapters would steal banners from other
Chapters. The banners are very expensive and caused some ill feelings when they
were stolen, so the idea of Sue was conceived. The Chapter has had a lot of fun with
their mascot and it helps promote Chapter visitation.
Ohio Chapter T2, whose color is purple, designed a One-Eyed-One-Horned-FlyingPurple-People-Eater. All of the members got together, cut out the design, pinned it
together and sewed about 30 mascots. The Chapter takes the mascots to lots of
events, enters them in Mascot competitions and has a great time with them. You
can also attach them to your trunk rack and have them ride with you in parades.
For their Cabin Fever winter weekend, they made a float of the Purple People
Eater, which was about 5’ high, and the arms stretched out about 4’. The float took
first place. They also did a skit in which they sang “Purple People Eater”.

BIB OVERALLS
Contact a paint store like Sherwin Williams and see
if they can order white bib overalls in all sizes and
give you a quantity discount. Cut out a pattern of a
Gold Wing on a sponge using a scroll saw. Lightly
dip the sponge in craft paint in your Chapter color
and sponge Gold Wings on your overalls. Be sure to
put plastic between the layers of fabric on the
overalls because the paint will bleed through to the
other side. Wear them for Best Dressed
Competitions, opening and closing ceremonies, visiting other Chapters. Your
Chapter will really have fun with this and will look great!

CHAPTER NEWSLETTER PAPER
Print your monthly Chapter newsletter using
colored paper that is your Chapter color. The
local office supply stores have photocopy paper in
a wide variety of colors. Use the lighter pastel
shades instead of the darker colors so that the
print shows up better.
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SECTION I

PUBLIC
RELATIONS
EVENTS

MALL SHOWS
Mall shows are one of the best places to display our motorcycles and
talk to the public. Set up a table with GWRRA applications,
motorcycle brochures, information about your Chapter. Make a
display board to put on an easel filled with photographs of fun events
that your Chapter has done. Have the patrons of the mall vote for the
Best of Show bike. Give away plaques or ribbons to the top winners.

PUBLIC TELEVISION
Contact your local public television stations and sign
up to work the telephones on a night when they are
taking pledges. Have everyone who works wear
Chapter colors and vests. They give you a fast
training course and all you have to do is sit at the
tables and answer telephones. The station in
Dayton, Ohio also feeds you dinner before you start.
At every break in the telecasting, the announcer will tell who is working and they turn
the cameras on you. It is great public relations and fun too!

CRUISE-IN
Talk to your fast food establishments and see if they will let you have a cruise-in. Try to
get coverage in the local newspaper and make up a flyer to pass out to everyone you
know. Some stores will let you post a flyer in their window. Contact local merchants to
get doorprizes and tell them what GWRRA is all about. Invite other motorcycle
organizations to join you and give plaques away for various categories.

POP TAB COLLECTION
The Ohio Chapters collect pop tabs to donate to the Ronald
McDonald House. The tabs are recycled and the money is divided
between all of the houses in Ohio based on the number of beds that
they have. The Ronald McDonald Houses give out-of-town parents a
place to stay when their children are staying in the hospital for an
extended period of time. Each year the tab poundage gets bigger and
bigger. The Chapters try to compete against each other to see who
has the most tabs. When the tabs are turned in at the November CD
meeting, the local press is present.
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COMMUNITY PR EVENT
Check with your discount stores and strip
shopping centers to see if they will let you set
up a motorcycle display at the far end of their
parking lot, preferably close to a main road.
Line up the motorcycles, along with any flags
you have. Put an article in the local newspaper
telling people what you are doing and where
you will be located. You will have a lot of
curious motorcyclist’s stop by. If you get any
kind of computer printout from your District
showing all GWRRA members in your area, that is a good tool to use. Send letters to all
of the people on that list who are not attending your Chapter. Tell them to come out
and talk to you and see what you’re all about. This public relations event is really good
for finding new members.

COMMUNITY BLOOD DRIVE
Check with your local blood bank and make arrangements for
your Chapter to donate blood to the center. Ohio has a
program called “Cycling for Life” and all the Chapters get
involved in donating blood. The blood centers around the state
set up mobile units for the event.

BIKE-A-THON ESCORTS
Ohio Chapter K and Chapter T2 work with bicycling
organizations at their Bike-A-Thon as escorts.
Because of CB’s, the motorcyclists constantly ride the
course looking for any trouble and radio back if there
is an emergency. The groups have T-shirts made
ahead of time and some will put the Gold Wing Road
Riders Assn. on the back of the shirt as a sponsor.
They get radio press and will announce the sponsors
also. They provide food to everyone and the event is
usually finished by noon.
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HIGHWAY CLEAN-UP
Contact your local road department and see if you can
adopt a portion of the highway and keep it clean.
They provide you with reflective vests, bags and tools
to pick up litter. Some of the highway departments
will erect a sign showing that your Chapter of
GWRRA is responsible for clean up.

FOOTBALL TEAM ESCORTS
At the end of football season, the high school
teams usually honor their graduating seniors.
A Chapter in Ohio provides Gold Wings for
the boys to ride on and they are each
escorted onto the football field after their
names are announced. It is really
exciting for the boys. Be sure to fly
American, State and Chapter flags on
your bikes.

SPONSOR A LITTLE LEAGUE TEAM
Be sponsors for a Little League baseball or t-ball team. As
sponsors, your Chapter provides the team with tee shirts that
have GWRRA and your Chapter on them. You can also show
support by attending their games. Be sure to ride your Gold
Wings to the games if weather is permitting. As a special treat
for the team, your members could take them for a motorcycle
ride and then out to dinner. The parents could meet you at the
restaurant after the team takes a long ride. The kids will love it
and may be future Gold Wingers.
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SECTION J

MISCELLANEOUS
FUN IDEAS

SOME SIMPLE, FUN IDEAS
1. Mystery Ride - Clues are given at checkpoints.
2. Float trip down a river with scavenger hunt.
3. Olympics with volleyball, horseshoes, 3-legged race, plus smaller
games for children.
4. Co-Rider Appreciation Day - Men cater to their ladies. (Virginia
Chapter E)
5. Camp-out with horseshoes tournaments.
6. Camp-out with Best of Lights Show.
7. Off-Bike Poker Games - on poker cards, place pictures of District staff, Chapter and
Asst. Chapter Directors, with point values. (Sandy Johnson, OK)
8. All-District Christmas Get-Together - eat, gifts, dancing, and white elephant. (Sandy
Johnson, OK)
9. River Run - have a poker run, then cookout and camp-out alongside the river.
Campfire, marshmallows, etc. (Region H)
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SECTION K

INFORMA TION
GA THERING

GWRRA FUN ACTIVITIES GUIDE
We are gathering information on various “FUN” activities within the
Chapters. Please let us know what your Chapter is doing so that we can
incorporate your ideas into the GWRRA Fun Activities Guide, which will be
made available to all Chapters. The form is self-addressed, so all you need to
do is add a stamp, fold in thirds, seal and mail.
Submitted By ____________________________________District__________Chapter ____
Address ___________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip ______________________________________________________________
Telephone____________________________ e-mail _______________Date____________
Category: Check one and use more than one form for your ideas
Getting Acquainted___Fun Rides___Eating Ideas___Games to Play___Parties___ Fund
Raisers__Awards& Recognition__Showing Chapter Spirit__PR Ideas___Misc__

Mail to: Allen & Debby Biddlingmeier

Fun Activities - National Coordinators
2808 Wilshire Valley Dr.
St. Charles, MO. 63303
Phone: 636.441.3448
E-Mail : 2wingers@charter.net

GOLD WING ROAD RIDERS
ASSOCIATION, INC.

Allen & Debby Biddlingmeier
Fun Activities - National Coordinators
2808 Wilshire Valley Drive
St. Charles, MO. 63303

